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RADIAL COLLECTIVE FLOW IN HEAVY-ION COLLISIONS
AT INTERMEDIATE ENERGIES

B. BORDERIE
Inatitut de Physique Nucleaire, CNRS-IN2P3, 91406 Oraay Cedex, France

The production of radial collective flow is associated with collisions leading to
sources which undergo multifragmentation/explosion processes. After a theoretical
survey of possible causes of production of radial flow, methods used to derive
experimental values are discussed. Finally, a large set of data is presented which
can be used to study and disentangle the different effects leading to radial collective
flow. The dominant role of compression in the lower energy domain is emphasized.

"If it were possible to experiment with neutrons or protons of energies above
a hundred million volts, several charged or uncharged particles would eventually
leave the nucleus as a result of the encounter; with particles of energies of about
a thousand million volts, we must even be prepared for the collision to lead to
an explosion of the whole nucleusu

Niels Bohr, Nature 137 (1936) 351

1 Introduction

Early hydrodynamical models of heavy-ion collisions predicted the existence
of a strong collective component in the emission spectra of reaction prod-
ucts *. Associated to this is the transition from fusion-evaporation to explo-
sion/multifragmentation processes when a radial collective flow takes place in
heavy-ion collisions. In relation with such a behaviour of finite nuclear matter,
fingerprints of the nuclear equation of state and the related phase diagram
should be obtained. In any case collective motion is expected to play an im-
portant role in the expansion and decay of excited nuclear matter created in
nucleus-nucleus collisions at intermediate energies (20-500 AMeV). The origin
of radial flow is at present highly debated. It may involve different phenom-
ena. A radial collective flow can reveal an isentropic expansion mechanism
that converts part of the primordial random thermal energy to a radially or-
dered expansion flow. On the other hand microscopic models based on kinetic
equations which simulate nucleus-nucleus collisions at intermediate energies
have shown that a compressional energy is accumulated in the early stage of
collisions leading in a second phase to radial collective flow /expansion. Finally,
the role of Coulomb energy has also to be mentioned in connection with fusion
between very heavy nuclei at the lower incident energies.
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Experimentally with the help of various multidetectors, a large set of data,
involving different reaction mechanisms, has been obtained, from light to heavy
systems, over a broad range of incident energy. All these data can be used to
study and disentangle the different effects which can lead to radial collective
flow.

2 Radial collective flow and rnultifragmentation/explosion processes

The behaviour of nuclei at low excitation energies has been studied exten-
sively and quite well understood. At such excitation energies the nucleon
density stays very close to the saturation density of cold nuclear matter po ~
0.15 fm~3. The sequential emission of particles by evaporation from a com-
pound nucleus or its fission are the basic de-excitation mechanisms. In this
picture there is enough time between successive emissions for the relaxation
of the compound nucleus to a new equilibrium state. At excitation energies
comparable with the binding energy, e* ~ 5-8 AMeV, the true existence of
a long-lived compound nucleus becomes unlikely; the decay mechanisms give
way to an "explosion" process corresponding to a total disintegration of the
nucleus. This fast process leading to a multiple emission of fragments of dif-
ferent masses was called multifragmentation 2. The production of such an
unstable nucleus can be realized by a collision of two nuclei at intermediate
energy or a high energy hadron-nucleus interaction. Such a fast process can
occur only if the volume of the nucleus has greatly increased thus permitting
the formation of fragments. Then it must be assumed that such a piece of
hot and dilute nuclear matter is produced by some dynamical process. The
high excitation energy involved can cause an internal thermal pressure and,
at least for central nucleus-nucleus collisions, the nuclear matter may possibly
expand after a compression phase. Therefore radial collective flow appears in
a natural way associated with multifragmentation/explosion processes as an
extra kinetic energy for the emitted fragments.

From a theoretical point of view it is generally assumed that thermody-
namical equilibrium is established prior to the break up. A thermal equilib-
rium but also a chemical equilibrium dealing with the mean multiplicity of
each fragment species are supposed. Very recent data on vaporization events
agree with such a scenario 3 . Considering now the break up, it occurs when
the surfaces of primary fragments become well separated from each other, i.e.
by a distance of the order of the range of nuclear forces: 2-3 fin (force freeze-
out condition). This corresponds to a volume called the volume of freeze-out
which has an average nucleon density in the range 0.5-0.1 po where po « 0.15

3 is the equilibrium nuclear density. From the freeze-out configuration,



primary fragments, with initial random thermal energy and eventual collective
flow contribution, piopagate undei the influence of the long-range Coulomb
force. They lose their excitation energy by sequentially emitting particles or
small fragments; they can also eventually undergo a secondary break-up, which
could add some difficulties to the extraction of the collective flow contribution.

3 Radial collective flow from...

3.1 The thermal pressure

Let us first consider the expansion of a finite temperature Fermi gas at constant
entropy, the product T * p~ 2 / 3 is a constant (T: temperature of gas, p: density).
Therefore it is only necessary to know the properties of nuclear matter at
normal density to follow the evolution of the expanding Fermi gas. To be
more quantitative, we can discuss the procedure proposed by W. Friedman to
study the isentropic expansion of a finite nuclear system 4. Starting from a
phenomenological equation of state (quadratic EOS)1:

T=O
1

18 V Po
W. Friedman derives a low density equation of state of finite nuclear systems
requiring a binding energy of 8 MeV at normal density and going to zero when
the density vanishes. A value of 144 MeV for Kc provides this condition. In
this way a simple form is obtained for the low density EOS of finite nuclear
systems:

2

MeV

Introducing an initial excitation energy at normal density and ignoring any
dissipative processes during the expansion, the evolution of the summed ther-
mal plus potential energies can be calculated. For illustration, Fig. 1 shows
for different e* (excitation energy per nucleon) the evolutions as a function of
density5.

The difference with respect to the initial energy at normal density corre-
sponds to the energy stored in the collective expansive motion generated by
the thermal pressure. For example if we take p — 0.3po for the freeze-out
condition and an initial e* of 11 MeV a thermal collective flow of around 2
MeV is calculated. Finally, for the sake of completeness as regards thermal
pressure it is very important to mention results of models derived from kinetic
equations (see 3.2) which take into account two body collisions (i.e. viscosity).
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Figure 1: Evolution of an isentropically expanding Fermi gas in the energy-density plane

The explosion of a prepared 40Ca nucleus under thermal pressure is observed
at ~ 17 MeV per nucleon excitation6. In comparison with calculations with-
out collision term to account for two body collisions an increase of 3-5 MeV
is registered 6 '7: it is more difRcult to splash into pieces a drop of honey than
a drop of water. For compression only (the cold 40Ca is prepared within a
velocity field at initial time), the onset of explosion is found at ~ 6.5 MeV per
nucleon 6, which indicates the major role of compression in the disintegration
of nuclei. Due to viscosity (dissipation) it is clear that only a fraction of 6.5
MeV is finally released as radial collective flow.

3.2 A compression phase during collisions

During the last decade many models based on kinetic equations (BL, BNV,
BUU, LV, VUU...) have been proposed to describe nucleus-nucleus collisions
at intermediate energies8 ~ls. In all these models the time evolution of N/>/JOJ

+ ^TARGET nucleons in phase space is calculated taking advantage of the
Monte Carlo technique. During this time evolution the nucleons interact via a
self-consistent mean field as well as via two body collisions. However, in these
models the predictive power is restricted to one-body observables; only the
Boltzmann-Langevin approach (BL) can describe the size and kinetic proper-
ties of the primary fragments produced during the collision. All these dynam-
ical models predict the occurrence of a compression phase at least for central



collisions. Figure 2 illustrates such a behaviour.
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Figure 2: Variation of the average density (normalized to normal density) as a function of
time for various incompressibility moduli /f oo ranging from 100 MeV to 380 MeV.

The ratio of < p > to the equilibrium value is shown as a function of
time for a 4OAr(60AMeV) + 1 9 7 Au head-on collision 14. The deviation from
normal density scales as K^1 . Now if the bombarding energy is increased,
the system expands and never comes back to a normal density due to higher
compression. From these models the total radial collective flow (thermal plus
compressional effects) can be derived at different times during the collision and
at different distances from the center of the expanding system. This last point
gives some information about the evolution of velocity flow as a function of the
radial distance \f\. As for the "Big Bang" a self similar expansion (collective
velocity proportional to | f |) is observed until prefragments begin to appear
(~ 80-100 fm/c after the beginning of the collisions and p/po ~ 0.6)15. With
such a prescription the radial flow is extracted from experiments using :

Vradialflow \r) —

where R is the rms of prefragment distances to center (at the freeze-out volume)
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and vo what we call the flow velocity. The flow energy E(R) is related to the
average flow energy by:

3
< Eradialflow >= ~E{R) _

0

vo and E(R) are used as reference values for comparisons. Note that a Coulomb
repulsion when fragments are emitted from a spherical volume of uniform den-
sity also gives a collective velocity field proportional to \f\. Consequently the
two effects cannot be directly distinguished from experiments.

3.3 Volume instabilities and fluctuations

In connection with an expansion process we have to say a few words about a
possible scenario for explosion/multifragmentation. During a collision, a wide
zone of the nuclear matter phase diagram might be explored and consequently
the nuclear system may deeply enter into the spinodal zone which is the region
of the phase diagram where the system becomes mechanically unstable (K < 0)
against small density fluctuations16. These fluctuations develop exponentially
with time and could be responsible for a multifragmentation process. Therefore
experimental evidences for an expansion phase are of first interest in relation
with such a scenario.

4 How to measure radial collective flow

4-1 Powerful detector arrays

The detection of a large number of particles and fragments needs the use of
very sophisticated detection systems. An important effort has been made in
the last five years to build 4?r multidetection systems: EOS Exp. Set-up at
Berkeley, ALADIN and FOPI at GSI, MSU-4TT ARRAY and MINIBALL at
MSU, AMPHORA at Grenoble and the NAUTILUS detection system and
INDRA at GANIL. In the analysis of the complex reactions involved it is
very important to unambiguously characterize the reaction mechanisms and
consequently the nuclear sources which can expand.

4-2 Hot (and compressed) nuclear sources

Using nucleus-nucleus collisions, we dispose of a wide range of possibilities to
produce pieces of nuclear matter with excitation energies above 5 AMeV.

For central collisions leading to a single nuclear fused system (a < bOmb)
or to a participant zone (at higher incident energy) the excitation energy is



determined by the incident energy. For these collisions we can expect that a
significant fraction of the available energy is converted into radial collective
motion due to a strong compression.

Below ~ 100 AMeV incident energy binary dissipative collisions are found
to be the dominant mechanism from central to peripheral collisions; with a
single bombarding energy, nuclear sources with rather constant initial masses
(quasi projectile and quasi target) and covering a broad excitation energy
range are produced. The situation concerning excitation energies is similar to
that of spectator sources produced in peripheral collisions at higher incident
energy. On the contrary, initial masses of spectators strongly vary with impact
parameter. For these collisions we can expect a dominant role of thermal
expansion.

4-3 Measured quantities and simulations

It is important to select central events to search for a radial flow signal because
stopping power, compression and thermal equilibration are expected to be
greatest for collisions at small impact parameters.

At high energy in addition to selecting central collisions to search for a
radial flow signal, reaction products should be measured at 90° in the center-of-
mass frame to suppress the contamination by spectator emission and directed
flow effects 17. In such a way the average energy measured at 90° may be
written as:

2
> = - < ^thermal > + < Eradialjlow > +Ecoulomb

the sum of a random thermal part, a radial collective flow and a Coulomb
repulsion (ordered part); the cross terms between the collective and the random
thermal components vanishing on the average. Finally we obtain

3
< i?90(> > = T + -E(R) + Ecoulomb

o

where T is the temperature of the decaying system generally derived from light
charged particle spectra and E(R) the reference value (see 3.2).

If the decaying source undergoing a collective flow is unambiguously de-
termined the average kinetic energy of fragments < Ep > can be measured
and the flow velocity is derived in an asymptotic way :

<EF> _ 3T 3_ %
A ~ 2 A 10 A
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AMeV incident energy. Experimental data are compared to events generated with SIMON
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where A is the fragment mass. When A increases ^ "/^ goes to ^VQ (I>0 is
the reference value : see 3.2).

Another way consists in performing a complete simulation of the fragmen-
tation of the source to derive information on the radial flow. This way is
especially desirable at low energy when the radial flow is small. For this pur-
pose codes like WIX or SIMON have been constructed 18>19. Let us describe
the event generator SIMON for example. Starting with a single specified nu-
clear source (e*, A, Z) composed of M prefragments (mass distribution chosen
at random) the freeze-out volume is defined minimizing the distances between
the fragments (d = 2 frn). Different shapes of the source can be chosen (sphere,
bubble, toroid...). SIMON assigns momentum to each fragment respecting con-
servation laws and taking into account thermal motion and (eventually) self
similar expansion. It solves all the trajectories in the Coulomb field consider-
ing secondary decays (Weisskopf or Transition State Method) of the fragments
"in flight"; all space-time correlations are conserved. Such simulations which
yield final multiplicities (particles and fragments) and kinematical properties
of all the products put very strong constraints on the derivation of the radial
flow involved. An example of such a comparison (generated events-data) is
shown in Fig. 3 for a multifragmenting single source (fused system) studied
with INDRA 20.

Finally, we have to stress the facts :
i) that it is difficult to derive radial collective flow values by looking only at
kinetic energies of light particles (at least below 100 AMeV beam energies),
ii) and that heavier fragments may not participate as fully as the lighter ones
in the collective expansion: such an effect could arise if heavier fragments
originate from the more dense central region of expanding sources. Thus a
better sensitivity to the collective expansion can be obtained excluding the
heaviest fragment (fig. 3).

5 Exper imenta l resul ts at low energies (< 60 AMeV)

5.1 Onset of radial collective flow

If we concentrate on data from central collisions at incident energies below
around 60 AMeV (Fig. 4a), the situation regarding the onset of radial collective
flow does not seem very clear. However if we restrict ourselves to data for which
a single source was unambiguously characterized (systems with an asterisk)
we observe the onset of radial collective flow around a projectile energy of 25
AMeV. Such an incident energy corresponds to the appearance of a significant
compression (< p > ~ 1.3/?o) in the early stage of collisions in models using
kinetic equations. Note that the flow value for the lightest system (Ar + Ni)



strongly differs from the heavier ones (see 5.2.2.).

5.2 The nature of radial flow : thermal pressure or/and compression

5.2.1 The excitation energy scale

Another way to present the data is to change the abscissa axis replacing
Eproj/A by the excitation energy per nucleon of the expanding source e*. This
corresponds to Fig. 4b (we have only kept experiments with an asterisk). A
behaviour similar to Fig. 4a is observed (with the onset of flow around 5-6 MeV
per nucleon excitation energy) which could prevent any conclusion. However,
more information was derived from the Xe + Sn system at 50 AMeV. A calcu-
lation was performed using the Friedman model to estimate the thermal part
of the collective flow4'27. A value of 0.5 MeV was obtained which corresponds
to the star in Fig. 4b. This is a strong indication in favour of a dominant role
of compression.

5.2.2 Size effects for the single expanding source
If we believe that compression plays a dominant role, intuitively we expect

a larger collective effect when the size of the system leading to a single source
increases. Fig. 4c shows such a behaviour : for different source sizes with
the same e* values a significant increase of collective flow is registered with
Agource- A minimum Atource of 80-100 seems to be required. This is another
strong indication in favour of a dominant role for compression.

Finally, we can make two remarks:
i) the source size effect observed here corresponds to sources produced with
rather symmetric systems (for which the strongest compression is expected
from kinetic models),
ii) the Coulomb effect has evidently been removed to extract the flow values
but the shapes of the sources which are not very well known can modify a
little the Coulomb contribution and consequently the extracted flow values;
multipole analysis 28 can help in the future to put very well defined shapes of
fragmenting sources in simulations.

5.2.3 Radial flow and binary collisions
Binary processes occuring in central collisions can be also used to derive

radial flow information. Only two results from experiments are now avail-
able 29>>i0. They were obtained with light quasi-projectiles with e* around 10
MeV; radial collective flow erad in the range 0.5-2.0 MeV is extracted. The
same study is under progress with INDRA data on a larger A range for quasi-
projectiles.
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6 Experimental results at high energy
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Figure 5: Systematica of radial collective flow per micleon as a function of the beam energy
per nucleon.

Above excitation energies of ~ 15-20 AMeV thermal pressure is expected
to compete much more with compression to produce radial flow. Moreover
a relative decrease of compressional energy is predicted with increasing beam
energy. For example a value of 15 AMeV compressional energy is calculated
for Au + Au collisions at 800 AMeV incident energy31. Fig. 5 summarizes all
the results in the beam energy range 20-1000 AMeV.

7 Conclusions

A large set of experimental data concerning radial collective flow at interme-
diate energies is now available. Many of the qualitative features predicted a
few years ago by calculations have been experimentally verified; in particular
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the dominant role of a compression phase during collisions at least in the lower
energy domain. More quantitative calculations are now needed in order to
make more precise comparisons, put more constraints on fundamental ingre-
dients of models and yield more reliable predictions in relation with volume
instabilities and the related phase diagram of nuclear matter. Some experi-
mental results have been compared to models based on kinetic equations with
soft (#00 ~ 200MeV) and hard (#«, ~ 300 - 400JWW) equations of state.
Such information on the equation of state can be wrong if the phenomenolog-
ical forces used do not have the non-local properties to simulate the range of
nuclear forces 37.
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